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An investigatíon of the infra red absorption spectnm

of the hydronium ion in aqueous nitric and perchloric acid

solu-tions t{as undertaken within the concentration range 0.CII

to & mol-ar. The purpose in view was to develop an auxillary

rnethod for the determination of'the degree of dissociation of

strong acíds in aqueous solutions. The first overtone of the

Z¡OO.r-1 absorptj,on band was identified at 5800 ct-l, and

utilized for the present studY.

It was found that for acid concentrations exceeding 0.3

rnoLar there was an observed deviatíon from Beerts Law whiCh

could not be attributed to the degree of acld dissociatÍon,

values for which had been previously deternined by Raman

an¿ Nuclear llagnetic Resonance investigations. This deviatíon

precluded the use of the.infra red absorption band as a

suitable method for dissociation studies.

A theoretical discussion of the deviation is presented

in terms of the effects of the hydronium ion hydration.
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The problem of ühe dissociation of strong acids in water

has become less formidable sj.nce spectroscopic methods have

been employed to determine the variation in the degree of

dissociation with concentratÍon of acid (1, 2). These methods

(Raman spectra, optÍcal absorptÍon spectra, and recently,

nuclear nr,agnetic resonance techniques) offer a direet approach

to the identity and concentration of molecules, j-onsr or j.on

pairs v¡hich rnay be present in solution.

The Raman and optical absorption spectra have been used

mainly to determine the anÍon concentration in aqueous acid

solution, 0n1y nuclear magnetíc resonance has given investi-

gators an opportunity to follow the concentratlon of H30+ or

hydronium ions in acid solutions with varying amounts of acid.

The absorptlon spectrum of the H30* ion in crystalline

INTRODUCTION

HN0j.HZO and HCI0U.HZO has been observed in the infra red

1.

region and recently the H30*.and D3O+ absorptlon spectra have

been reported for concentrated solutions of ordinary and

deuterated acids in light and heavy water. UntÍI now neither

of these spectra has been ÍnvestÍgated over a large corcêri-

tration range of acíd.

If the absorptlon spectruro of the H3O+ ion, or whatever

entity is ühe eause of this specbrurn in aqueous acíd solution,

obeys Beerts Law over a v¡íde concentration range, a new

method presents itself for the deterrnj.nation of the degree of

dlssociati.on of strong acids in water.
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This thesÍs deseribes an attempü to verify Beerts Law

for strong acid concentrations between 0.01 molar and lr molar,

to determine the apparent degree of dissociation from absor-

bance curves, and to compare the results wÍth previously

published. data on the degrees of dissocíation for HNO3 and

HC1O4,



A. RA}IAN SPECTRA

When an intense beam of lieht traverses a transparent

medÍum a d.etectable amount of the llght is scattered by the

noJecules of the med.ium. Slr C. V. Raman dÍscovered in 1928

that part of ühis scattered light differed in frequency from

that of the incident light. This phenomenon is generally

knovrn as the Raman effect. It vras realized in a short while

that the frequency shifts were associated with. the quantized

changes in the rotational and vibrational energies of the

molecules present.

Two ions possess six translational degrees of freedom, a

molecule only three, At least one of the three lost trans-

lational nrodes of the ions is changed into a vÍbrational
mode in the formation of a nolecule. Thus the vibrational

spectrum of the molecule nust be different from that of the

two ions, and may be used to identÍfy molecules in the presence

of ions and vice versa in a optical absorption or Rarqan

study.

One should recognize that although the Ranan frequency

d.isplacements and infra red absorption frequencies of a coÍl-

pound, are somewhat similar, since both are associated with

the vibration of the moLecule, nevertheless the band j.nten-

sities of the two kinds of spectra depend on different
electrical characteristics. fn molecules of high syrarnetry

some bands may be strong in one type of spectrun and entirely
absent from the other.

REVIEW OF THE IITERAIURE

3.



I. R. Rao (¡ ) noti.ced that upon dilution of HN03 in

water there was a change in the j.ntensity of each of two seüs

of Raman lines; one set decreased 1n intensity upon dÍIution,

the other set increased. The latter set is found also in
solutions of nitrat,e salts. He concluded that the former

set, the strongest line of which i.s Ranan displacement fre-
qirency (av) l:2gg "r-1 is due to the undissociated nitríc
acid molecu1e, the latter, the strongest of which isAv 10&9

cm-I is excited by the nitrate j.on. By comparing intensities
of these lines for different concentratíons he v¡as able to

deterinine the relative degree of dÍssociation for nitrÍc
ac íd.

N. R. Rao (t-) calculated the absolute degree of dissociation

of the acid by comparing ühe j-ntensities of the Ra¡nan lines

in the spectnrm of a solution of nitric acid with the

spectrum of a solutlon of sodÍum nitrate giving Raman lines cf

equal intensity, Thus he was able to calculate the concentratLon

of nitrate íon in the nitric acid solution.

The above investigators had to compare, on a photographic

plate, the intensitles of lines of unequal specLral wÍdth"

Hence consj-derable error resul-ted due to this operation. A

refined photographic technique was developed by Redlich and

Bigeleisen (S) who reinvestígated the degree of d issocÍation

of HN03 by utílizíng the Ranan spectrum of the nitrate ion in
a manner simÍlar to that of N, B. Rao.

The Raman technique awaited the use of a photoelectric

cell to gíve very accurate results by eIÍminatÍng the

l+,



comparison of intensities of speetral Lines on a photo-

graphic plate.

In 1954 at the Symposium on solutions of electrolyües,

held at Yale University, 1. F. Young showed the results of

his work lvith a photoelecÈric tube on the Ra¡nan lLnes of nitric
acid (6, 7J', These results agreed remarkably weJ-I with data

obtained from nuclear magnetie resonance methods used by

Redlich and others and described below, Youngrs work was

also in good agreement with that of N. R, Rao.

B. OPT]CAL ABSOI¿BANCE SPET:'I'R,IT

1). Ultra vÍolet speetrun of HNO

Optical absorption experiment,s on the ultraviolet region

of the spectrum have been used Ëo estimate the extent of
dissociation of nitric acid through the rnoleeular extinction
coefficient for the nitrate ion,

von Halban and Eisenbrand deterroined absorption curves

for light of several wavelengths, showing the variation of

the molecular extinction coeffielents with concentratlon,

for HN03 (8). Tbe curves are complex, contaj.ning prominent

points of inflexion whereas corresponding curves for potas-

sium nitrate are comparatively simple. These points of

inflexion have been ascribed to the rapid lncrease in the

ratio of the concentratfon of undissociated acid, ta
dissociated acid, with increasing concentration of acid"

The absorption of IÍght, at, 3180 I in solutions of nibric

5.
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acid between 0.8 and 24.6 molar has been rneasured by Dalmon

(9), At bhis vravelength both nitrate Íon and the nitric acÍd

molecule both absorb, but the laÈter not a significant

amount, except perhaps at higher acid concentrations. Hence

at lower concentrations his results should give approxinaÈe

vaLues for bhe nitrate ion concentrations and hence the degree

of dissociation, But because of the fact that the extinction

coeffieient is not a function of the nítrate ion alone and

because his work was d,one at IoC instead of roorn temperature

his results are not.strietly comparable with the other

investigations ¡renüioned above and below.

2'l , Infra Red Spectrum.

BetheII and Sheppard (10) observed the absorption spectrum

of crystalline nitric acid monohydrate from 55O to l+000

cm-I (t8, 180 mu þo 25OO mu). they found a series of absorption

band,s at 1I3& , L65O, and 3000 crn-l which they assÍgned, to
the H30+ ion, HjO* is not only isoelecËronic with NHr* but

also there Ís very little mass dÍfference between the two.

Because there 1s a great similarity in the frequeney and

intensÍty of the absorption bands of these two i.ons, Bethell

and Sheppard feLt justified ín assigning the wave nr¡.mbers

given above to the H3O* ion' The monohyd,rate Í¡as then melted

and it was found thaË these absorption bands had dfsappeared,

indicating that the liquid acÍd hydrate is essentially
unionized..

However, Glgubre and, FaIk (11) found for very thin films
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of concentrated solutlons of varlous acids a characteristic

spestrum giving lfnes of 1200 , L75O, and 2gOO cm-l (tfre

latter intense and quiËe broad) which he assigned. ûo the

hydroníurn ion,

When the protons are replaced with deuterons the corres-
ponding bands are at 95O, 1400, and 27OA 

"*-1.

C. NUCLEAR IVIAGNETIC RESONANCE

Many atomic nucleí are found to possess a magnetic

moment which may be thought to arise from the angular momentum

of the positively charged nucleus. This intrÍnsic angular

momentum is specifíed by a spin quantum number I r+hich, 1Íke

the magnetÍc moment u of the nuclear magnet is a permanent,

sharply defined characteristic of the nuclêüso When such a

nucleus is placed in a uniform nragnetic field Hor Lts energy

ls quantized and there are 2I + 1 energy leve1s or spin

orientations which it nay occupy on account of Lts interaction
with the magnetic field, Ïf an oscilLating magnetic field is
applied in a direcLion perpendicular to Ho, then for the

proper frequency, transitions may be induced between the 2I + J.

energy levels of the nucleus (LZ, J3). For a proton, I = l/2,
and therefore, there are two spin orÍentations. These

orientations are designated (*) or (-.) depending upon whether

bhe component of spin parallel to the static field Ho is in
the same or reverse direction as Ho"

The probablliüy of the induced transition is the same
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for all spin orientations, i.ê. from (*)

but since there will be a Roltznan distribution betv¡een all

energy leveIs, a slight excess population of nuclei urill" be

in a lower energy state favouring the induced transition.

Because of the different environment, a proton in

chernical species A, will for a given static fÍeld Her have a

slightly d,ifferent resonant frequency Èhan a proton in chemical

species Bi it is possible to distinguÍsh proton resonance in

H20 from proton resonance in CH30H. For any given solutíon

of say three eompounds, containing protons, there will generally

be, for a given Hor three resonant frequencies' If, on the

other hand, there is a fast exchange of protons between the

different compounds, only a single proton resonance wi]I be

found.

Gutowsky and Saika (f+) discovered that for a solution of

strong acid in water there was only one resonant frequency,

and, moreover, that the d.eviation of the proton resonance line

in the solution fro¡n that for proton resonance in water lvas

given by

d = pi dH3o*

where d = chernieal shift of the resonance line

pf = fractÍon of protons ín HrO+ ions

d H3O+ = proton resonance shift for H30+

What is observed is the average of the energies of the protons

in various molecular (or ionic) species present by weight

i.e. a colligative property.
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They accordj.ngly were able to determine the degree of

dissociation by measuring the d for a given concentration of

acid (nitric and perchloric). It is importanË to note thet
there .¡¡as no d for potassium nitrate or potassium suffate

which indicated, as ühey pointed out, that hydration of ions

or mol-ecules doesnlü affeet the resonance positlon of the

protons j-nvoLved.

Hood,, Red}ich and Reíl1y (ft) refined the technique and

extended the concentration range for HN03 and HC104, and

also made measurements on HCl.

The agreement betrueen theír resul-ts and thab of Young,

who used a photoeleetric tube with Raman measurenents, is
very good.

As a resuLt of these investigations the thermodynaliric

díssociation constants at room temperature for HlI03 and

HCI04 are t( æ 22 and K = 38 respectively.
The curves of concentration vs. dissoclation for nitri-c

and perchloric acid show that for concentrations up to about

5 moIar, perchloric acld is not much stronger than nitris, but

beyond this range, perchJ.orie is more highly ionized than

nitric acid.
The excellent agreement betr^¡een the Raman and nuclear

magnetic resonanee work suggests that they may be used as a
basis for correlating the data of other rnethods of investigatíon
of the degree of dissocj.ation.

For a cornparison of prevíous work see Figur€ L.



Nitrie acid and perchlorlc acid solutions r¡¡ere prepared

using distilled trater, which was additionally purified by

runni.ng it through an ion exchange column, i.n the range from

0,01 to 4 molar and standardized against carbonate free NaOH

using bromocresol purple (ph 5.2 - 6,8) as an Índicator. The

per cent transmittance of eaeh solution was measured on a

Beckman D. K, II spectrophoüomet,er usi-ng stoppered. 1.00 cm

Corex ceL1s. (correctlons rdere made for ceII mísmatch). At

least three trials were mad,e at room temperature (22 26oCI

on each soluti.on on separate days, Also for each trfal a

minimu¡r of two runs was made in order to check for reprod.uci-

bility, which depended upon cleanliness of cel1s and absence

of bubbles on the ground glass surfaces. Ilach time a new

solution r"¡as put into the sannple ceLl, fresh water t/as placed

in the reference ceIl. This assured that boüh cells were at
the same tenperature, the scale expansion deviee on the

spectrophotorneter i^ras used in order to deterrnine the per cent

transmittance for solutions less than 0.2 mol-ar and greater

than I.J molar. The accuracy of the readings is assu.ned to be

withín one part in two hundred. This is the accuracy of

the instru¡oent as stated on the manufacturerts warranty.

The following equation was used for Beerts Law plot:
tOc l0 La/f = acL

where a = rnolar extinction coefficÍent
c = eoncentration in rnoles /titer

APPARATUS AND }4ETHOD

10.



LOG 19 Io/t = the absorbance

1 - path length of cell
Io = intensity of incident radiation

f = intensily of transmitted radiation

If a renains constantra plot of LOG 19 Io/I vs. concentration

should. gíve a straight line of slope a if the acíd is com-

pletely dissociated. When association of the acid molecules

becomes significant the line would be expected to CrtrVso

The slit widt'h was about ,22 ûn.

SoLutions of HCI were prepared, but before quant'itative

measurements coul-d be made on them, the spectrophotometer

became inoperative.

11.



Nit,ric acid, perchlorle acid and hydrochlorie acid, all

showed a broad absorptlon peak at I75O 1700 mu (¡8OO .t-1),

which is the first overtone of the 2gOO c*-1 absorptÍon band.

for acid soluüions as reported by Giguere and Falk and assj.gned

to the hydronium i.on,

From the per cent transrnittance (fOO f/Ia) ttre absorbance

v¡as calculated for each trial for each solution (taUle 1, 2)

and a plot of absorbance vs. concentration was mad.e (Ftgure 1, ?') ,

Only fe¡ concentratíons less than 0.1 molar did Beerrs Lar,v

hold. The apparent degree of dissociation was calcuLated

from this plot as follov¡s:

DATA AND RESULTS

Degree of dissociation = coneentration of H3O*

(see Table 3 and Figure 3)

The assumptions made were that the extinctÍon coeffieÍent

renains constant for all concentrations and that only the

HjO* ion contributes to the extinction coefficj.ent"

The maxi-mu¡n of the transmittance peak was used for the

calcul-ations. It was noticed that this peak maximum shÍfted,

in a different way for HN03 and HC104r to a lower wavelength

as the concentration of the acid increased (see Table l¡ and

Figure 5) "
The results of the present work for the apparenü degree

of dissociati-on are compared wit'h the literature data in Fig. l+.

L2.

coneentration of acid
=p

E



COi{CENTRATION
moles/1íter

o.oo928

ABSORBANCE DATA FOR HN03

r/ro

o.g7g
o.987
a.g*j
a,958
o.968
o.965

o,9L)
0. 905
o. 9o6

0. SZI+
o.827
A.821+

TABTE 1

o. o1B78

roh.o To/T

a.ob76z

0,0090
o.0056
a.oo73

0.0183
o.0141
o,0158

0 ' 039¿+
0.0L30
o.otn26

0.0839
o.o82t+
0.083 9

0. 171
o.L7)
o,L7)

o.32b
o,322
o.)25

0.460
O.t+58
o.u6)

o,58?
o .585
o .587

0.091+Il

COI{CENTRATION
moles/IiËer

0.9531s

0.1998

9.3839

o.67)
o.672
o.672,

o.l+7b
o.t+76
O.l+73

O.)l+7
0.3L9
O.3l+b

o.259
a.25Q
o.259

13.

t/To LoGls ro/t

A .561+5

]. l71

0.182
0.185
0.187

o,]-36
0.139
o,L37

a.o79
0.082
0.082

o.a52
o.oi6
o,056

o.o)7
0.040
0.01+I

0,030
0,03r
o.o)2

o,026
o.026
0.028

o.TtriJ

1.581

o.728
a.733
o.728

0.866
0.860
0.86j

1. I02
1,087
1,087

L.28lr
L.257
L.252

1.1+3 0
LIl00
l,TgL

1,520
L.5O9
t.f8g
L.59)
r.585
1.55r

2.OO5

2.1+92

3.Ol+h

3.909



cONCENTilATroN T/ra t0G1g Io/T
moles/J-iter

o.oo97a6

ÎABIE 2

AtsSORBANCE DATA

CI. 019/+8

o.985
a,983
o,985

a.963
a.963
o.967

Q.9l+3
a.gL6
O,9l+2

a.93L
0.927
o,933

0.9L3
a.gL5
o. 918

0.898
0. 903
o.9o2

o.880
o"BB5
o. 878

0.87l'
0.87o
0. 8?0

0.838
o.833
o.g3g

o.7og
0.710
o.Za6

o,42925

o. ooótl
o,ao73
0.006,l+

0.0162
0.01-62
0.01&5

o,0253
O.OZI+L
0.026I

o. oJlo
0. 0330
o.olo2

o.o39t+
0.0386
o.o37o

o.a469
o.ol+l+2
O.Otnlrg

a.4554
0.o53L
o.0565

0.0584
0.0603
o, 0603

o "a39lz

FOR HC104

CONCENTRATION
moles/1Íter

o,2936

0,0Iù836

o,o5795

o.06937

r/ro

0.595
a.602
o,588

o.jt+8
o,3u7
O.3l+9

o,298
4.299
o.297

O.221+
a "2250.223

0.150
0,151
0.150

0.105
0.102
0.105

o.069
a.o72
0.071

14,

o,6303

o.775b

L0G1s Io/t

o.7345

o.225
o.220
o,234

o. ¿F58
0.460
O.l+57

o.526
o.52b
Q.528

o.650
o.6bg
o.652

O.82|.+
0.821
o ,82L

o.979
o,99L
o "g7g
1.161
I.ll+6
1,149

r.277
r.276
I.3Il+

r.387
L.3ë7
7.3?8

L.485
L.I+7I

o,49733

0,9358

o,tg57

L.237

L.562

o.o77o
o.o7g2
o.o763

0. trl*g
0.1¿*9
o,L59

r.967

2.1+?3

2.933

o.o53
o.o5?
0.049

0.0/+1
0,ol+1
O.Ol+.2

o.o33
O.O3l+

3.859



APPAREI\IT

COI',ICENTRATION
moles/liter

o.5
1.0
1.5
2.O
2.5
3.O
3.5
l+rO

TABLE 3

DEGREE OF DISSOCIATION

HN03
DEGREE

.980

.900
,833
.7 50
.669
.59)
,529
.l+7O

OF ÐISSOCIATION
HC104

WAVELENGTH OF PEAK MAXIÞIJM VS. CONCENTRATION

HN03 HClOr+

Cone.
moLes/liter

0,05
0.10
o.2a
0.38
o.56
4,74
a.g5
I.L7
1.58
2.OO
2.1r9
),04
3,90

L5,,

.950
,8To
.813
,7/,+O
.66tr
.59Q
,526
.b7a

TABTE tr

Peak þ'taxlmum Conc.
(mu)

L7)5 ! t+

r73b
L73z
L73h
L73t
LzSo
L726
L72L
LT].t+
1710
t705
t697
l.696

moles/liter
0.0J
0,0¿r
0.o5
0.06
a,2a
0.30
0.63
o.7)
a.96
L.23
L.56
L,97
2.1+2
2.93
3.86

Peak i',Taxfmun
(mu)

L73O + 4
vte
rz38
L7ú
vt6
Vts
úteLzll
L73z
L7?7
t723
L7T5
1712
1708
1700
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ÐISCUSSTON OF RÍJSULTS

Several observations can be immediately rnade frorn the

data and graphsl

1.. The absorbance falls off too rapidly with concentration,

thereby giving a smaller value for the degree of

dissociaÈion than that obtained from Raman and nuclear

magneüic resonance methods.

2, The wavelength of the peak maxinum shifts to a Lower

value as the concentration increases.

3 " Nitric acid s6elns to be stronger than perchlorlc for low

concentrati-ons, whereas from other investigations,

perchloric ls the stronger, though not by a large degree

at Iow concentrations.

I+. The limiting value for the extinction coefficient a, is

different for HN03 and HC104.

Since the data on the degree of dissociation for nitrie
acid from Baman and nuclear flIagnetic resonanee works appears

to be re1iable, it aeems that the following assurnptions whieh

were implicít in the calculations are lnvalÍdated:

L) The H30* fon alone is absorbing.

2) The extinetion coefficient remains constant over

the concentration range investigated. '

Because the peak maxfmum shifts with c oncentration one

would suspecÈ that the entiüy observed does noÈ retaj-n its
physical structure ühroughout the concentration range.
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ACID CONCENTRATION

o HNOS

O HCuO+

(MOLES / LIT ER)

FIGURE 1. Absorbance vs.
eoneentration

o.o 6

Concentratfon for
acid solutions.
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A C ID CON CE N TRATION(MObES / llrr Rl

FIGURE ?,

o HNO¡

o HCr-O¿

Absorbance vs. Concentration.
for both acids.deviates from
(strai-ght line ) '

The absorbance
the IÍmíting sloPes
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ACID CON CE NT RATION

FIGURE 3, The degree of dissociation of the acfd was
calculãted by dividing the hydroniu¡n ion con-
ðentration F- by the cóncentratíon of acid B.
Ít uoas assumed-that Beerrs Law was obeyed.
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I onr- u ox
A R EDL tcH

(N,M.RESONANCE)

I en ese xr s ruDy

HCUOa

a R E DL tCH 0{.M. RESONANCE)

oPRESEN T STUDY
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It is reasonable t,o assu$e that the H3O+ion rwhich has

three hydrogen atoms available for bonding to oxygen atoms

and. a positive charge, is connected to the surrounding water

mo.l-ecules. Raman studies of liquid water by Cross, Burnham,

and Leighton (16) have shown that at low temperatures water

has a four fold co-ordínation structure (each water rnolecule

is surround.ed by four neighbors). Moreover, between 26oC

and. gOoC there is a two fo1d. cb-ordÍnation structure. The

strueture of course is -,a d.ynamlc one; over a long range

there would appear to be no repetition of units, nevertheless

there is a strueture over a short range. Hence the co-ordination

or hydration sphere of the H30* ion would include not free

water molecules but a structure intimately connected rr¡ith

that of water itself, and would therefore be subject to any

change in ühe siructure of the solvent which would be reflected

by a change in the co-ordination or hydration of the hydro-

nium ion.
If t,his picture is close Èo the true model of a dis-

sociated acid in water one would expect a change in the

nature of the H30*.nH20 hydrate with concentration. At higher

eoncentrations hydronium ions would compete for avaÍlable

water molecules in order to form co-ordination spheres. Once

these co-ordination spheres are for¡red they would be subjecÈ

to any ehange in the structure of the solvent.
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It is well- known that the association of water is

disturbed by an electrolyte. It was Bernal and Fowfer ¡2)

wþo first sug¡';ested that electrolyte j.ons cause a reArrange-

ment of the structure of liquid hlater. Leighton, and Burnham

(18), showed that ZnC1.2 d.Íssolved in r"¡ater causes a shift in

the shorü frequency eomponent, of a maj-n Raman absorption band'

using the x-ray diffraction eurves of LíCl, NaCl and KCl in

a{ueous solution at t5aç Stewart (19) d'emonstrated that:

1) with increasJ.ng ionÍc concentration the amount of

four fold co-ordi.nation of water structure is lessened.

2') that the alteration j.n structure ls apparently simÍlar

tothatproduced'byincreasingthetemperatüf€r
When the ternperature is J,nCreaSed, the structure of

v¡ater begins to break uP.

There is also additional evldence that the addítion of

an electrolyte breaks up hlater structure' A study of the

relative partial molal entropÍ.es (20) for a number of strong

electrolytes in solution shov¡ed. a general type of concentratíon

d.epenclence which can be reasongbly explained on the basÍs of

a few simple assunptions. one of these is thatthe entropy

of a solution is affected through breaking down of the structure

of 'v,¡ater, and that individual differencesamong entropy

concentratlon curves for dlfferent el-eetrolytes are related

mainly to the nature of the Íons themselves and the partieular

i^ray in which they may Ínfluence ühe water structure.
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Novr, if through hydration of the water noLecules by

ions, or through di-ssociatíon of the associ-ate d structure
of water, the soJuiion absorbs less light than that of pure

water at the same wavelength (negative absorbance) due either
to destruetion of some degre.e of freed.om of the ruater rnol-ecules,

or by shifting the absorption band of pure water, it is possibre

that the .absorbance curves for the hyd.ronium ion would appear

too low. that is Ëo sêIr in ord,er for the absorbance results
to agree with other d.aÈa, they should. not be so lou¡. This
absumes that a negatlve absorpüiom mechanism acts sirnul-tane-

ously wiùh the positíve absorbance by the hyd.roniuin i-on.

tlhat is true for the hyd.ronium j.on must also be true for
small posltively charged lons like Li*, N**, Kn, which it is
generally accepted, are hyd.rated.. Thls would. imply then
thåt these ions shoutd. give negative absorbance (or a trans-
nlttance value over IOOfo)in ttre spectral region around UOO
1/J0 mp. }llith this ín mind solutions of NaN03, lJacl and LiNO3

were run in the spectrophotometer from l9o0 to B0o mp. The

results r^rere as predicted. All of the soJutions gave negative
absorbance in the region of the absorbance peak for the
acids (see Figure 6). As previousry mentioned. nuclear mag-

netic resonance hras not influenced by hydration of the H30*

ion. Arso Ranan work.did not consider hydraùion effecüs at
al'l-' Thus lt is quite probab].g that the reason why the results
of the present work for the degree of dissociation of nitric
and perchloric acid differed from that of the literature, rras

because of i-nterference due to hydration effects. rt, might be
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FIGURE 6. The absorption specüra for sol-utions of HNOjr
Hcro' -ÑàÑo;. m"cr LiNOa are compared' The-

"p""ti* io?r'3 molar LrÑ03.went off scale'
l¡otiõe that the salt solu-tions give a per cent
transmittance greater than 100'
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suggested that the high transparency of the acid sol-utions

i^ias due to the fact that as the acid concentration increases,

fewer water mol-ecules are in the beam pat,h: less light is
absorbed by the sol-vent. I{olrever, the strong band.s of the

salt soltulons in the l7oo m¡r region disco."rnt this as being

of primary importance, if of importance at aLl-. ft would. be

interestlng not only.to verj-fy Beerrs Law for the other two

peaks reported by Giguere but al-so to study the infra red

spectrurn of salts wiÈh highly charged small ions.
rn expraÍning the properties of erectrolytes in aqueous

soLution one should, âs gi-ven evidence here, always take

into account the süructure of the solvent itself,
Because only a property which is excl-usively due to

the hydronium ion may be used to estinrate the d.egree of
dissociat'ion of an acicì., and since Írany effects contribute
to the spectrum of a strong acid. in water around, LJJ} n¡t, the
absorpt'ion spectrunr in this region may not be used to gíve

the true degree of dissociation for the acid..

t_



absorpËÍon of the hydronium ion suggested as a sueceedi.ng

step the application of its spectrum to an investÍgation of

the dissociatÍon of acids in aqueous solutions. However, a

Beerrs Law plot of the first overtone of one of the primary

absorption bands showed that the use of the spectrum for an

acid dissociation study Ì/ras not as promisíng as one might have

anticipated. No doubt the same results would be had if the

pri.nary absorption band was used"

A qualitative explanation of the observed deviatÍon
fronr Beerrs Law is difficult. A quantitative explanation

in terms of the co-ordination or hydration sphere of the

hydronium ion and a perturbation or shift of the absorption

bands of water from their normal positions would be even

rnore difficult. Although one can give a reasonable explanation

f or many of the propert,ies of extrenrely dilute solutions,
fairly concentrated ones st1Il present a difficult and com-

plex problem to the theoretical chemist or physicist.
This investigation of the infra red absorption of the

hydronium ion serves in its obrn vúay to add to our knowledge

of concentrated solution. Eventually, vrhen more data are

accurnulated for higher concentrations, a more lucid picture

of electrolytic solutions rnay be obtained.

?he discovery by Giguère and. Falk of the infra red

CONCLUSION

27.
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